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Cigar Box Chest Tutorial – Video Companion Document



In this tutorial I’ll cover how to alter, decorate and assemble cigar boxes to create a chest. Choosing Your Boxes The first step is to select a set of paper covered cigar boxes. I suggest paper boxes as they are the easiest to find, the cheapest and can be modified. The boxes do not have to be the same size. In the sample, I used 4 boxes but it is up to you as to how many you want in your chest. Stack the boxes in order of size with the largest being on the bottom and the smallest being on the top. The top box will be the only one where the lid opens. You’ll need to make some modifications to the other boxes which will allow you to open them and to make them look more like a chest. I’m going to show you how to create drop down fronts, drawers and top lifting lids. The best way to approach this project is to work on each box separately and assemble the boxes when all of the boxes are finished.



Creating Drop-Down Fronts



To create the drop down fronts, you need to remove what will be the front side panel of the box and then reattach the panel with hinges. Remove the front side panel of the box. · The boxes are held together with staples or nails and paper. · Using an X-acto knife cut away the paper along the sides and bottom of the front panel. · Sand away the paper on the box to reveal the staples or nails which should be located on the sides and bottom of the box. · Remove the staples or nails to release the front panel. · If you need to repair any damage on the box you can use wood filler to fill any holes Prepping for the hinges · You need to find hinges where the holes are not blocked by the thickness of the panel. · The hinges will lift the side panel slightly from the bottom of the box, this means that when closed, the lid won’t be flush with the box unless you remove some of the height of the panel. · Use a metal ruler and sharp X-acto knife to cut away some of the height of the panel. The amount will depend on your box and the hinge you use. Also be mindful of any bulk you add with paper or paint when decorating your box as it may also cause the lid not to fit flush with the box. At this stage remove enough height from the panel to accommodate both the hinges and any other bulk. · Remove any excess paper from the box (particularly the edges of the panel as this will remove unnecessary bulk). Decorating the box You’ll want to paint and or paper any parts of the inside or the outside of the box that will be visible when the chest is assembled. Add the paint or paper before installing the hinges (with the exception of the back side of the front panel where you will want to hide the prongs the brads). Install the hinges & knob or pull · Install the hinges to the front of the panel using glue and brads – push the brad prongs down flat on the back of the panel. · Install a knob or pull – you may need to countersink the knob screw if it is not long enough. If you decide to glue your knob on your panel, be sure to use strong glue like E6000. If paper is glued to your panel be sure to glue it with strong glue as the handle might be secure against the paper but the paper will come lose from the panel when you pull the knob. · Cover the back of the panel with paper to hide the prongs. · Attach the hinges to the inside of the box. You are installing them inside so that they do not create bulk on the bottom of the box which would keep the box from sitting flat on the box below it. Make sure the prongs of the brads are pushed flat against the bottom of the box.



Adding matchbox drawers - Optional



One option is to add matchbox drawers to your box. Attach them to the inside of the lid rather than the bottom of the box, that way when you pull the drawers out, they won’t be blocked by the hinges. To keep the drawers from sliding too far back in the box glue one or more pieces of chipboard behind the matchboxes to create a stop. Glue the chipboard to the lid and not to the matchboxes. Adding latches – Optional To keep the lid closed and to add to the décor to the box, you can add one or more latches. In the sample, I glued the latches to the box and then used tiny nails and screws to help keep them in place. Chipboard lid support If your boxes are not the same size you may need to add pieces of chipboard inside the box to support the lid when all the boxes are stacked. This is the case if the box above is not as wide as the box below it. The panel that you removed and hinged back to the box acts as a support for the lid when the panel is closed. When you open the lid that support is gone and the lid will sink down into the box. For this situation you need to add a small piece of heavy chipboard (I glued two pieces together) to the inside sides of the box. I covered them with paper and attached them a little more than halfway in back on each side (this makes them hard to see when you hope the box. Once your box is finished, you can glue the lid of the box to the chipboard supports. NOTE: If the box above is as wide as the box below it, then the box below does not need the chipboard supports, because the bottom the box above will keep the lid up when the boxes are glued together. In the sample, I needed to add supports to the second box in the stack as the top box was smaller than the second and it would have pushed the lid in when I opened the panel. I did not need supports for the 3rd box as the second and third boxes are the same size. The lid on the 3rd box is held up by the bottom of the second box. I also did not need supports for the 4th and last box even though it is larger than the box above it. This is because I did not remove the entire front panel. The parts of the panel that remain support the lid of the box as does the drawer stop.



Creating a Drawer Front



For one of your boxes you might want to create a drawer. In the case of the sample, I used another cigar box as the drawer (you can use any box you like). With using a cigar box for the drawer you can remove the lid and leave it open or keep the lid on (which means you would pull the drawer completely out before you could open the lid and access the inside of the drawer). To create an opening for the drawer, either remove the entire panel as you did with the drop-down front (see steps above), or remove a section of the panel. If you want to use the feet I did, remove only a section as you need to leave enough of the front panel in place to accommodate the feet. Removing a section of the panel · Use your drawer to mark cut lines on the panel. · Using an X-acto knife cut along the cut lines marked on the panel. · Cut away the paper at the bottom of the panel which holds it in place. · Sand away the paper on the bottom of the box to reveal the staples or nails holding the panel in place.



·



Remove the staples or nails – once you have made your cuts on the panel and cut away the paper you may be able to lift the partial section of the panel up off of the staples.



Just as with the drop-down front boxes, you’ll want to paint and paper the box and the drawer. I used Mod Podge on all of the inside box surface and drawer surfaces to make the drawer slide smoothly in and out of the box as well as to keep the drawer from damaging the inside of the box. Once your drawer is decorated be sure to add a knob or handle. Drawer stop Unless your drawer fits all the way to the back of the box, you might want to create a stop to keep it from sliding too far back. I added two pieces of heavy chipboard (glued together) to the inside of the box where I wanted the drawer to stop. I also added a smaller piece that attached to the back of the box and to the chipboard stop to keep the stop in place. When you have finished with the box you can glue the lid down to the stop and partial front panels that remain. If you have added a stop to this box it will act as support for the lid as will any partial panel left in the front.



Flip-Up Lid



If your bottom box is much larger than the box above it you might want to cut the part of the lid that is exposed and create a flip-up lid to access the inside of the box. · · ·



Mark where you want to cut the lid. When deciding where to cut be sure to keep in mind the position of the hinges. Using an X-acto knife and metal ruler cut along the line to remove the section of lid. After decorating the box, re-attach the partial lid to the rest of the lid using small hinges and brads. Just as with the drop-down front panel, when you re-attach the partial piece of lid to the main lid, there will be additional space between the pieces. The additional space is because of the hinge and any paper/paint you added. You may need to trim away part of the partial lid so that the extra bulk does not cause the lid to stick out over the front of the box.



The Top Box



The top box is the easiest as no modifications are necessary to access the inside of the box and it only needs paint and paper. On the sample box, to keep the lid from going all the way back when open, I glued ribbons held with fabric covered buttons to the lid and to the inside sides.



Assembling the Boxes



Once each box is finished add the feet to the bottom box. Lastly, you can begin gluing each box to the next box and you are done!.



Alpha Stamps Supplies Used in this Project Stationers Desk Paper Letters from the Past #1 Collage Sheet Letters from the Past #2 Collage Sheet Letters from the Past Digital Image Set Tim Holtz Curio Knobs (used on 3 of the boxes) Large Butterfly Hinges – Brass (used to hinge the drop down fronts) Fancy Handle (used on the sides of one box)



Small Box Latches (used on the boxes with drop down fronts) Set of Curved Brass Hinges or Scalloped Metal Hinge – Old Brass(used to for the lift up lid) Foundation Box Feet Lion Head Handle (used on the top box) Vintage Brass Frames Set Vintage Brass Butterflies & Filigree Set Round Corrugated Metal Beads (used for the matchbox drawer pulls) Garnet Red 10mm Faceted Beads (used for the matchbox drawer pulls) Gold Dresden Hardware Baroque Gold Dresden Borders Metal Patinas - Retro Highway (used the Onyx) Metal Patinas - Ancient Coin (used the Aged Bronze) Lumiere Metallic Acrylic Paint - Old Brass Alternative Products Metal Door Pull Book Knob – Black Numbers Pronged Metal Handles Wooden Knobs



FREE CIGAR BOX IMAGES If you choose to keep the look of the cigar boxes for your chest you will need to replace the cigar box edging paper. Below are links to free collage sheets with edgings. I suggest you print the edgings on thin glossy paper as it will look like the real thing and be thin enough to wrap and glue to the box edges. I use what is called glossy “presentation” or “brochure” paper made for inkjet printers. You can find it online and at office supply stores. EDGINGS Cigar Box Edgings – First Set Cigar Box Edgings – Second Set Cigar Box Edgings – Third Set LABELS Cigar Box Labels – First Set Cigar Box Labels – Second Set Cigar Box Labels – Third Set Cigar Box Labels – Fourth Set



Alpha Stamps – The Home of Beautiful Collage Supplies To see more of my art, download free images, and learn new techniques checkout my Blog “Artfully Musing” at http://artfullymusing.blogspot.com AL L N AM E S , L O G OS AND D E S IG NS AR E T HE P R O PE RT Y O F T HE IR R E S PE CT IV E O W NE R S .



©2014 Laura Carson (Artfully Musing), All Rights Reserved
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